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Abstract
A detailed knowledge of the thickness of the lithosphere in the north Atlantic is an important parameter for
understanding plate tectonics in that region. We achieve this goal with as yet unprecedented detail using the seismic
technique of S-receiver functions. Clear positive signals from the crust–mantle boundary and negative signals from a
mantle discontinuity beneath Greenland, Iceland and Jan Mayen are observed. According to seismological practice, we call
the negative phase the lithosphere–asthenosphere boundary (LAB). The seismic lithosphere under most of the Iceland and
large parts of central Greenland is about 80 km thick. This depth in Iceland is in disagreement with estimates of the
thickness of the elastic lithosphere (10–20 km) found from postglacial rebound data. In the region of flood basalts in
eastern Greenland, which overlies the proposed Iceland plume track, the lithosphere is only 70 km thick, about 10 km less
than in Iceland which is located directly above the proposed plume. At the western Greenland coast, the lithosphere
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thickens to 100–120 km, with no indication of the Iceland plume track identified. Below Jan Mayen the lithospheric
thickness varies between 40 and 60 km.
D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
High-viscosity lithospheric plates moving over a
lower-viscosity asthenosphere is a basic element of
plate tectonics. Lithosphere and asthenosphere are
originally mechanical definitions with regards to
their reaction to forces acting over thousands or
millions of years [1]. However, additional usages of
the term dlithosphereT have been introduced since
then: thermal, seismic or chemical [2]. Obtaining
high-resolution seismic observations of the lithosphere–asthenosphere boundary (LAB) is not an
easy task. Observations of low seismic velocities in
the upper mantle are interpreted as being indicative of
the asthenosphere. The first seismic observations of an
dasthenospheric channelT were obtained by Gutenberg
[3] at about 100 km depth. Therefore, seismologists
sometimes call the LAB the dGutenberg discontinuityT
(mostly in oceanic regions). The lithosphere is seismologically divided into two parts, the crust and the
mantle lithosphere, the latter being the high-velocity
lid on top of the asthenosphere. However, high-resolution seismic body-wave observations of the LAB are
very rare. This is in contrast to the Moho, which is
globally a much better documented discontinuity. So
far, most information about the thickness of the lithosphere comes from low-resolution surface-wave
observations (e.g. [4]). The thickness of the lithosphere is considered to be close to zero at midocean ridges, about 200 km beneath stable cratons,
with 80–100 km being the global average. Thybo and
Perchuc [5] suggest the existence of a global zone of
reduced velocity at about 100 km depth underlying
continental regions, based on controlled source seismic data. Li et al. [6] and Kumar et al. [7] obtained
detailed maps of the LAB around the Hawaiian island
chain and in the Tien Shan–Karakoram region, respectively, using the S-receiver function technique [8].
This new technique complements the traditional S to
P conversion method (applied to S or SKS phases)

and adds a few more processing steps. Such steps are,
as in the P-receiver function technique, source equalisation by deconvolution and distance move-out correction. Both steps are applied in order to enable the
summation of events from different distances and with
different magnitudes and source-time functions. This
technique works very well, enabling observations of
the LAB with a resolution so far only known for the
Moho.
In this work we determine the lithospheric thickness for Iceland, Greenland and the island of Jan
Mayen. Greenland is a continent of Precambrian age
(see [9] for a discussion of Greenland geology).
Darbyshire et al. [10] observed a thickening of the
lithosphere from 120 to 200 km going from east to
west in southern Greenland using the surface wave
technique.
Iceland is thought to be one of the classic mantle
plumes [11] interacting with a mid-ocean ridge, although this view is disputed [12]. The crustal thickness (up to 45 km) is several times thicker than that
expected for oceanic crust (e.g. [13,14]). White and
McKenzie [15] concluded that the large thickness of
the Icelandic crust is a result of magmatic intrusions.
The mechanical lithosphere of Iceland is thought to be
very thin (10–20 km), judging from rapid postglacial
uplift [16]. A 10–20 km thick lithosphere would mean
that the lower crust and Moho are located within the
asthenosphere. There are also arguments that east
Iceland may be a continental splinter [17–19]. Seismic
surface-wave studies have furthermore found indications of a 50–110 km thick lithosphere under parts of
Iceland [18,20,21]. Evans and Sacks [22] found between Iceland and Jan Mayen a lithospheric thickness
of 50 km from surface wave data, typical for young
oceans. Vinnik et al. [23] have shown a negative
discontinuity at a depth of 80 km beneath all of Iceland, using essentially the same data and technique
that we have used here. Jan Mayen is a small volcanic
island located about 600 km north of Iceland and
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about 400 km east of Greenland on the Jan Mayen
fracture zone. It is considered to be a micro continent
[24].
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Fig. 2. a) Location of the temporary seismic stations of the HOTSPOT and ICEMELT experiments and of the IRIS station BORG. b)
Location of the piercing points of the S receiver functions at 80 km
depth. Also marked are the regions (1–8) used for the summation of
the seismic traces.
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For the Greenland study, we used seismic data
from the GLATIS and NEAT experiments [25,26].
During these experiments, seismic stations were
deployed along the Greenland coast and on the ice
sheet for periods ranging from several months to
several years. For Iceland, we used the publicly available data of the ICEMELT and HOTSPOT experiments [27,28]. In addition, we used data from
permanent IRIS [29] and GEOFON [30] stations,
and from two seismic stations on the island of Jan
Mayen: JMI, operated by the Norwegian National
Seismic Network (http://www.Ifjf.uib.no/Seismologi/
nnsn/nsninfo2.html) and JMIC, operated by NORSAR [31]. The locations of the stations and of the
S-P piercing points at 80 km depth are shown in
Figs. 1–3. Since converted phases are usually weak
signals, a number of records must be summed to
obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio. We defined nonoverlapping regions on Greenland, Iceland and Jan
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Fig. 1. Location of the temporary and permanent seismic stations of
the GLATIS and NEAT experiments, and of IRIS and GEOFON in
Greenland (and one in NE Canada, ALE) used in this study (reversed triangles), and of the piercing points of the S-receiver functions at 80 km depth (plus signs). The regions used for the
summation of seismic traces have also been marked and are labelled
A–F and I, II.

Mayen, where all traces with piercing points in
these regions have been summed to form one record
that is representative for the entire region (see Figs.
1–3). The number of traces stacked within each
region are more than 20 (see Figs. 1, 2, and 3a).
Individual traces (not summed traces) are shown in
Fig. 3b for the Jan Mayen stations as an example of
the quality of our data. The individual S-receiver
functions and its stacks are also shown from the
region 2 in Iceland (Fig. 4a), and from the region C
in Greenland (Fig. 4b).
Fig. 5a shows the summation traces of the P
component for all regions. Zero time is the S-arrival
time, where negative times indicate the period prior to
the S arrival. We have rotated the ZNE components
into the RTZ system using the theoretical backazi-
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Fig. 3. a) Location of the seismic stations JMI and JMIC of the Norwegian National Seismic Network (JMI) and of NRSAR (JMIC) on the
island of Jan Mayen and of the piercing points of the S-receiver functions used. Also marked are two regions, 9A and 9B, that were used for the
summation of seismic traces. b) Individual (not summed) S receiver functions observed at the Jan Mayen stations. The LAB is clearly observed
in all traces. Events with backazimuths of 8–258(region 9A) show the LAB earlier then the events arriving from all other azimuths (region 9B).
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Fig. 4. The individual S-receiver functions from Iceland and Greenland and the corresponding stacked traces on the left. (a) is from the
region 2 in Iceland (Fig. 2) and (b) is from the region C in Greenland (Fig. 1). These two plots clearly show the presence of coherent
negative phases at around 8 to 9 s. The small scatter in the data
(about 0.5 s) are a source of errors in depth determination.

muth angle. R and Z are then rotated a second time
into the P-SV system. The angle of incidence is
defined by the minimum of energy in the P component at the arrival time of the S phase. All traces are
distance moveout corrected before summation, using
a reference slowness of 6.4 s/deg based on the
IASP91 global reference model [32]. A bandpass
filter of 4–20 s has been applied. Two precursor
phases are clearly visible in Fig. 5a, the Moho and
a second phase, which we term the LAB. The arrival
times of the Moho and LAB must be measured at the
maximum (or minimum) of the signal due to the
deconvolution. The arrival times of the LAB in seconds may be multiplied by a factor of 10 (according
to the IASP91 model) to obtain the LAB depth estimate in kilometers. The possible sources of errors in
depth determination are primarily from the time to
depth conversion (due to the uncertainty in lithospheric velocity) and the selection of the times of the
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Fig. 5. a) S-receiver functions in the NW Atlantic obtained at
seismic stations on Greenland, Iceland and Jan Mayen. Zero is
the arrival time of the S phase. Negative times indicate the period
prior to the S-signal arrival. Characters on top of the figure indicate
the regions used for the summation of the seismic traces. The
location of these regions is shown in Fig. 2. Two seismic phases
are marked: the crust–mantle boundary (Moho) and the lithosphere–
asthenosphere boundary (LAB). The traces are sorted by the arrival
times of the LAB phase. The time scale is valid for a move out
correction slowness of 6.4 s/degree. Multiplication of the LAB
times by a factor of 10 gives approximately the LAB depth. b)
Theoretical receiver functions of the S velocity models in c). Moho
and LAB are the only two phases predicted by the model (no
multiples). The velocities are kept fixed in all models in c) (Vs
crust = 3.58 km/s, Vs lithospheric mantle lid = 4.5 km/s, Vs asthenosphere = 3.9 km/s). Only the depth of both the discontinuities are
varied to fit the travel times.

phases due to scattering (~0.5 s) in the data. Here, we
estimated the maximum error bounds due to the
various uncertainties as being less than about 10 km
for the depth estimation. The signs of the Moho and
the LAB are opposite, indicating downward increasing and decreasing velocity jumps, respectively. The
traces in Fig. 5a are sorted according to the arrival
times of the LAB. Characters on the top correspond to
the regions (see Figs. 1–3). The clearness of the LAB
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in Fig. 5a is especially remarkable, since phases in the
uppermost mantle are difficult to observe at a high
resolution using other techniques. In P-receiver functions, the time window of the LAB arrival is heavily
disturbed by crustal reverberations. These reverberations are not present in the S-receiver functions,
because the converted phases are S precursors, whereas multiples arrive after the main phase. The Moho is
usually well observed in P-receiver functions, which
have shorter periods and therefore higher resolution.
Hence, we will concentrate here on the LAB phase. It
should be noted that stations on the Greenland Ice
Sheet (regions C and D) produce nearly undisturbed
S-receiver functions in contrast to P-receiver functions, which are heavily disturbed by reverberations
in the ice layer [25]. In Fig. 5b,c we have modelled
the observed data presented in Fig. 5a using theoretical seismograms (Fig. 5b), the models used are displayed in Fig. 5c. Complete theoretical seismograms
are computed (plane-wave Haskell-matrix formalism)
using simple models consisting of a homogeneous
crust on top of a homogeneous mantle lithosphere,
both overlaying a homogeneous asthenosphere.
However, we have not modelled the sharpness of
the LAB. Only the depths of the Moho and of the
LAB have been adjusted to fit the different arrival
times of both phases in different regions. We believe
this simple modelling, which is sufficient to reproduce all features of the S precursors (in S-receiver
functions), provides evidence for the interpretation of
the observed phase called LAB as the lithosphere–
asthenosphere boundary.
A map of the LAB depth, as determined from the
data, is shown in Fig. 6. The LAB is 80 km deep
under most of Iceland and large parts of Greenland
(yellow in Fig. 6). In Iceland, we have only two
regions where the LAB differs from 80 km depth,
region 3 (90 km, light blue) and region 4 (70 km,
light red). Along the west coast of Greenland, the
LAB is at 100–120 km depth (dark blue). North of
Greenland, in the transition to the Arctic Ocean, the
LAB shallows from 120 km (dark blue) to 70 km
(light red). The shallowest LAB on Greenland is
observed in region F (70 km, light red). The Jan
Mayen LAB varies between 40 and 60 km depth
(dark red) and is clearly the shallowest observed in
this study. Details of the Jan Mayen LAB are given
in Fig. 3b. A surprising result is that the entire
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Icelandic LAB has practically the same depth as
large parts of central Greenland.

limit of 1  1019 Pa s for the underlying viscosity.
Sigmundsson and Einarsson [33], from an assessment
of lake-tilt data resulting from the melting of the
Vatnajoekull Ice Cap, inferred a sub-lithosphere viscosity of between 1  1018 5  1019 Pa s. More recently, Thoma and Wolf [34] used present-day
changes in uplift and gravity to propose thicknesses
of 10 to 20 km for the lithosphere, and a viscosity
range of 7  1016 3  1018 Pa s for the asthenosphere
viscosity. Similar values are given by Sjoeberg et al.
[35], based on GPS campaign results from around
Vatnajoekull. The result of a 50–100 km thick seismic
lithosphere beneath Iceland, as seen in seismic surface-wave data and in S-receiver function data, therefore appears to conflict with these estimates of the
elastic lithosphere thickness (10–20 km). To examine
how we may reconcile the two estimates, Fig. 7 presents predictions of vertical uplift rates around Vatnajoekull based on a range of earth models that
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Similar to our results, Li et al. [6] and Kumar et al.
[7] have also observed the LAB in Hawaii and in the
Tien Shan–Karakoram area, respectively. These findings lead us to suppose that the LAB may be a
globally existing and observable discontinuity, comparable to the Moho. The S-receiver function technique therefore appears to be a very useful tool for
mapping the global LAB.
However, as mentioned above, there are different
usages of the phrase dlithosphereT. In seismology, a
velocity decrease marks the lower boundary of the
lithosphere, whereas the mechanical thickness of the
lithosphere may be estimated from other data, such as
postglacial rebound observations. In Iceland, these
data sets give different results. Glacial-isostatic adjustment (GIA) studies infer that the viscosity stratification underlying Iceland consists of a thin elastic
lithosphere overlying a low-viscosity asthenosphere.
For example, Sigmundsson [16], using post-glacial
sea-level observations and assuming a 10 km elastic
lithosphere (the approximate maximum depth of
earthquakes in SW-Iceland), estimated an upper
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Fig. 7. a) The earth models used to examine the possibility that the
80 km discontinuity represents a lower elastic layer bounding a lowviscosity channel. b) The predicted and measured [38] vertical uplift
rates from the centre of the Vatnajoekull Ice Cap.
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incorporate a low-viscosity channel within the seismic
lithosphere, as well as earth-model end members with
lithosphere thicknesses of 80 and 10 km. Although a
detailed parameter space study was not carried out,
our assumed viscosity (1018 Pa s) is of a similar order
of magnitude as values found from other studies (e.g.
0.3–2  1019 Pa s [36], 1992; 3  1018 3  1019 Pa s
[37]). These results are compared with recent GPSbased up-lift rates [38]. Model 6, with a channel
thickness of 50 km, gives a reasonable fit to the
observations. However, an alternative explanation of
this discrepancy may be that the seismic lithosphere,
reacting to short term (seconds or minutes) elastic
forces, is not related to the elastic lithosphere reacting
to longer term (years to thousands of years) forces.
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The suggested track of the Iceland plume in Greenland is marked by tertiary flood basalts in our regions
F and A (Fig. 6, [9,39]). The lithosphere in region F is
the thinnest for Greenland (70 km) while region A,
which is located at the west coast, shows a lithosphere
thickness of about 120 km (Fig. 6). This could mean
that the track of the Iceland plume is traceable to the
east coast of Greenland, but not to the central part or
the west coast, where the lithosphere has possibly had
enough time to regain its normal thickness. This could
also mean that the Iceland plume has caused, in a
manner similar to the Hawaii plume, a delayed rejuvenation of the lithosphere (starting from our observed 80 km lithosphere at Iceland) when the plate
passed over it. In Fig. 8, the residual geoid signal in
the NW-Atlantic is shown, obtained from a combination of the most recent CHAMP [40]and GRACE [41]
satellite data with aerogravimetry and terrestrial gravity data from the Arctic Gravity Project (ArcGP, [42])
after all geoid features larger than 2500 km were
filtered out. We note positive residual geoid heights
over the Iceland hotspot as well as in our region F at
the east coast of Greenland. There is no continuation
of these positive residual heights across Greenland to
the flood basalt region at the west coast (region A).
The larger positive anomaly in southern Greenland
remains unexplained. The thinning of the lithosphere
in eastern Greenland (region F in Fig. 8b) is clearly
visible. The thinning occurs in the mantle part of the
lithosphere, not in the crust, because the Moho in
region F is not updoming.

8
MOHO

-10
LAB

-15
-20

Fig. 8. a) Residual geoid signal in the NW Atlantic region, obtained
from a combination of CHAMP and GRACE satellite and aerogravimetry/terrestrial gravity data (after removal of all geoid components N2500 km). The suggested trace of the Iceland plume is
marked (dashed line, [43]). The numbers give the estimated time of
the plume location in millions years BP. The white encircled regions
near the plume track mark Tertiary flood basalts in eastern and
western Greenland. b) S-receiver functions from Fig. 5a aligned
along the plume trace. The characters on the top of the figure mark
the regions described in Figs. 1, 2, and 3a.
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